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Introducing: Respect



Choose an ‘instrument’

Image:  https://cdn.pixabay.com/photo/2016/06/14/08/30/instruments-
1455981_640.jpg under a Creative Commons Attribution

https://cdn.pixabay.com/photo/2016/06/14/08/30/instruments-1455981_640.jpg


What 
can you 

see?

Task:  
create a 
soundscape 
for this 
image no 
longer than 
30 secs

Image: Respect 
(2020) used with 
permission



Our compositions
Similarities Differences

https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/pictures/320000/velka/coral-reef-15796068239iq.jpg under 
a Creative Commons attribution

https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/pictures/320000/velka/coral-reef-15796068239iq.jpg
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dynamics 

the softness or loudness 
of sounds 

 

 
gets louder 

 
gets softer 

 

 
stays the same   

 

p 
soft 

 

f 
loud 

 
timbre 

the particular tone or 
quality of the sound 

 
 

 
voice

 

 
strings 

 

 
 

 
piano 

 

 

 
brass 

 

 
wind

 

 
glockenspiel 

 

 
tempo 

the speed of the music 

 

fast    

 
slow 

 

 
moderate 

 
slows down 

 
speeds up 

 
changes 

 
 

melody  
higher or lower sounds 

played one after the 
other 

mainly 
steps 

 

 
mainly 
leaps 

 
 

repeated ideas  
high 

 

low 

 
 
  



Aquarium by Saint Saens
What do you hear?

Similarities and Differences 
between us and Saint Saens



Victorian Curriculum links

Foundation Level Levels 1 and 2 Levels 3 and 4

Explore and Express Ideas

Explore sound and 
silence and ways of using 
their voices, movement 
and instruments to 
express ideas

Use imagination and 
experimentation to explore 
musical ideas using voice, 
movement, instruments and 
body percussion

Use imagination and creativity 
to explore pitch, rhythm/time 
and form, dynamics and tempo 
using voice, movement and 
instruments

Respond and Interpret

Respond to music, 
expressing what they 
enjoy and why

Respond to music, 
communicating their 
preferences and discussing 
where and why people in their 
local area make and perform 
music, including the music of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Music

Identify features of the music 
they listen to, compose and 
perform, and discuss the 
purposes it was created for 
including the music of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Peoples, using music 
terminology



Emily Wilson emily.wilson@unimelb.edu.au
Neryl Jeanneret nerylj@unimelb.edu.au

Link to Resources:
https://unimelbcloud-
my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/emily_wilson_unimelb_edu_au/ETzMe_
girs5Bg0PJ3mUV3LkBrJTuCVZ5zyR2pExYV0jVog?e=5UNdzi

Thankyou
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